Construct sales **world wide**\textsuperscript{1}

Years of **clinical experience**\textsuperscript{2}

Ways to match patient anatomy with the STAR 3-piece **decoupled design**\textsuperscript{3}

% survivorship after **12.6 years**\textsuperscript{4}

Most **widely implanted** total ankle replacement in the world\textsuperscript{5}

Visit us at footankle.stryker.com or email us at footandankle@stryker.com.

**References:**
1. Includes world-wide implantations of all generations; newest generation has over 30,000 world-wide since 1998.
3. STAR Op Tech.
5. Only implant available in the US, Europe, Australia and China.

A surgeon must always rely on his or her own professional clinical judgment when deciding whether to use a particular product when treating a particular patient. Stryker does not dispense medical advice and recommends that surgeons be trained in the use of any particular product before using it in surgery. The information presented is intended to demonstrate the breadth of Stryker product offerings. A surgeon must always refer to the package insert, product label and/or instructions for use before using any Stryker product. Products may not be available in all markets because product availability is subject to the regulatory and/or medical practices in individual markets. Please contact your Stryker representative if you have questions about the availability of Stryker products in your area. Stryker Corporation or its divisions or other corporate affiliated entities own, use or have applied for the following trademarks or service marks: STAR, Stryker. All other trademarks are trademarks of their respective owners or holders.
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30,000+ Construct sales world wide

34+ Years of clinical experience

225 Ways to match patient anatomy with the STAR 3-piece decoupled design

94 % survivorship after 12.6 years

#1 Most widely implanted total ankle replacement in the world
Proven. Flexible. Supported.

Visit us at footankle.stryker.com or email us at footandankle@stryker.com.
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A surgeon must always rely on his or her own professional clinical judgment when deciding whether to use a particular product when treating a particular patient. Stryker does not dispense medical advice and recommends that surgeons be trained in the use of any particular product before using it in surgery. The information presented is intended to demonstrate the breadth of Stryker product offerings. A surgeon must always refer to the package insert, product label and/or instructions for use before using any Stryker product. Products may not be available in all markets because product availability is subject to the regulatory and/or medical practices in individual markets. Please contact your Stryker representative if you have questions about the availability of Stryker products in your area. Stryker Corporation or its divisions or other corporate affiliated entities own, use or have applied for the following trademarks or service marks: STAR, Stryker. All other trademarks are trademarks of their respective owners or holders.